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If someone is looking for a beach holiday along with absolute calm and varied tourist attractions
then Port Lincoln in the perfect place to explore.  Port Lincoln is situated in southern Auralia near
the Boston bay and attracts a large number of tourists every year. In terms of accommodation Port
Lincoln is highly affordable, with hotel accommodation options that fit to every pocket. Sea lovers
who are also willing to enjoy made amusement can land up in Port Lincoln without having to worry
for accommodation facilities. Apart from great scenic beauty port Lincoln is studded with museums,
parks and gardens, wineries and various other tourist attractions that makes it worth a visit.

In terms of accommodation Port Lincoln lets you choose between hotels, rented apartments and
cabin and caravan parks. Hotels such as â€˜Port Lincoln Hotelâ€™ are among the finest that provides all
kinds of frills including bar, pubs, swimming pool and great sea food. One who is ready to spend
some extra bucks can also have his tickets booked for shark diving and other activities that these
hotels provide that are priced between $130-$220 AUD. People can also go for budget hotels,
charging as low as $60AUD providing basic facilities that are comparable to that of upscale hotels.
Port Lincoln also has apartments for tourists meant specifically for business holidays and large
families. These apartments have facilitates such as swimming pools, barbeque etc. to make a
perfect business meet or a great family holiday.

Port Lincoln has a number of tourist attractions that are man-made and attract a large number of
tourists every year. Some of them are â€˜Swim with the tunaâ€™, calypso shark diving and the port Lincoln
pool. These attractions are created with the sole purpose of fun and bringing people closer to the
nature. Port Lincoln in also blessed with many museums such as the Axel Stenross Maritime
Museum, Koppio Smithy Museum and the Mount Dutton bay woolshed Museum that attract large
numbers of tourists. Along with museums, fishing and rafting also attracts thousands of tourists to
port Lincoln every year. Wineries also constitute a prominent identity for port Lincoln and Australia
as a whole. Boston Bay Wines and Delacolline Estate wines are some of the finest wineries in Port
Lincoln. Fertile soil combined with a supportive whether and surgical tactics to maintain temperature
in the wine fields is a characteristic of port Lincoln Wineries that produce award winning wines in the
whole world.

Port Lincoln is an amalgamation of great sights and man-made amusements. Apart from availability
of budget specific accommodation port Lincoln will give you a life time experience. 
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Experienceeyre - About Author:
Experience eyrepeninsula is a travel web portal that provides hotel booking services, booking
services such as swim with tuna, shark cage diving and a accommodation port Lincoln. Visit a
http://www.experienceeyrepeninsula.com.au/accommodation/port-lincoln/hotels-a-motels for more
details.
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